Enterprise-level, cloud-based

Time & Attendance System
Fully integrated with our extremely powerful IQSuite.cloud platform, SmartTime is a powerful
time & attendance engine that allows for full manipulation of the raw clocks collected
by IQSuite.cloud into a directly exportable payroll file. With limitless shifts, customisable
rules and exceptional reporting, SmartTime is an application that generates instant ROI by
automating processes and reducing fraud in the wages component of any company payroll.

SmartTime is an incredibly versatile and flexible time & attendance
system that allows absolute control over payroll costs.
The application is designed to manage the following tasks:

Shifts

Validate

Consolidate

Report

Metrics

Manage hours
against an
unlimited number
of different work
shifts

Have local site
managers validate
and manage all
clocks in their
branch

Consolidate each
individual branch
into one central
export for payroll

Live reporting and
in-depth analysis of
all payroll costs and
potential problems

BI dashboard that
allows the real-time
monitoring of key
statistics
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Why is SmartTime right for Your Business?

Time and attendance tracking is a critical component of human capital management, and is one that can
offer a fast and significant return on investment based on time and cost savings. SmartTime’s industry-leading
time and attendance capabilities enable you to streamline payroll preparation, simplify employee scheduling,
improve wage and hour compliance, and manage absenteeism.
Tracking who’s working, when and how much can be a difficult and time-consuming task. But with
SmartTime, time and attendance isn’t just good management – it’s the foundation for making smarter
employee decisions.
SmartTime provides tools for:
• Tracking time and attendance
• Managing shifts and leave
• Scheduling so you’re covered when you need it
• Analysing and reporting on your labour force
These tools, backed by our unrivalled support and expertise, will transform how you track time and
attendance, and what it means to your business.
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iPulse hardware is designed to work seamlessly and effortlessly with the iPulse software products. IQSuite.
cloud is a highly secure, always-on, scalable, cloud-based biometric identity verification platform, that can be
used as a stand-alone or multi-factor authentication service, with an uptime of 99.9% and full remote support,
service & maintenance included in the cost-effective monthly offering. Using IQSuite.cloud as a base, iPulse
delivers solutions in the visitor management, access control, workforce management and time & attendance
arena’s, as well as custom IDM (Identity Management) platforms for large scale organisations.
The new iPulse As-A-Service model allows you to bundle the costs of purchasing our hardware, accessories and
installation services into the monthly fee, with no upfront capital outlay, and no interest!
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